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Writing a Patent Application

• Provisional vs. Non-Provisional Applications
• The Written Description

– Getting to the Right Level of Detail
– No Profanity!

• Examples (the “Experimental Section”)
• The Claims



Provisional vs. Non-Provisional
• Provisional Application gives you a 12 month “lead time” to

– Provide examples to show your idea works
– Find a commercial market, partners, investors, etc.

• But Beware!
– You need to file a non-provisional within 12 months
– Do it right.  A poorly written provisional application can be 

worse than no application at all!

• The America Invents Act
– File Early & Often
– Balance adding “new matter” with First-to-File



The Written Description
• Before you begin: know the prior art!

– Search
– Read
– Compare

• The Right Level of Detail
– Be Specific:  describe the invention thoroughly
– Be Broad:  provide examples and alternatives

• Choose Your Words Carefully
– No Profanity:  don’t use limiting words!
– Keep Background section short (or omit entirely!)



Examples of Profanity



Some Better Examples
Describe the 
examples, not 
the “invention” 

General “disclaimer”

A “Background” section is 
not required!



Claims

• Start broad, get narrow.
• Real narrow!
• Who is the potential infringer?
• Target 15-20 claims
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